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Smith Announces Christian Spears as New Athletic Director
By ALAINA LASTER

LEAD REPORTER | LASTER3@MARSHALL.EDU

On Feb. 22, an
email from President
Brad
Sm i th
announced the new
Marshall University
Athletic director as
Christian
Spears
from the University
of Pittsburgh.
Spears was one
of four candidates
brought in from the
university’s national
search for a new
athletic director.

This included
Interim Athletic
Direc tor
Jef f
O’Malley, who was
also a candidate.
The
Board
of
Governors gathered
t h a t Tu e s d a y
morning to take a
vote, where they
agreed on Spears as
the best option for
the university.

Spears continued on page 7

Courtesy Pittsburg Tribune Review

Yik Yak Is Back, But Its
New Algorithm Is Far
From Perfect
After years away from the App Store. Yik Yak is
back with a new and improved algorithm. However one look at its content shows there is still a
lot of work to be done.
Yik Yak continued on page 5

HD-468018

Flight School Celebrates
First Multi-Engine Plane
Flight School continued on page 12
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R e a d i n g G r o u p TEDx Returns for 4th
Hosted for Veterans Year to Focus on Stories
By ANDREW CORLISS
REPORTER | CORLISS2@MARSHALL.EDU

Warriors from the stories of ancient
Greece and Rome can help with the
distress and trauma faced by modern
soldiers say two Marshall professors who
have created an unusual study group for
military veterans.
“If you read about a war that was very
distant in time and space, it kind of helps
the veterans process their own experiences
because it’s not as close to them,” said Dr.
Christina Franzen.
Franzen runs the “Wars Within, Wars
Without” reading program for veterans
with her colleague Robin Conley Rider of
Marshall’s anthology department.
For some of today’s veterans, Franzen
added, “It’s really hard to personalize
this stuff and talk about it in that way.
So, we’re trying to funnel their reflections
through the characters.”
Starting Feb. 19, Marshall’s “Wars
Within, Wars Without” program will
host a series of biweekly reading group
meetings for veterans to better process and
understand their experiences. The event
welcomes any veterans in the area and is
exclusively reserved for them, creating a
confidential and safe space for discussion.
Though multiple texts will be used, the
group will strongly focus on the Pharsalia
by Roman poet Lucan. The epic poem
describes the Roman civil war between
Julius Caesar and Pompey the Great,
distinguished by its powerful, violent
imagery and melancholy depiction of the
conflicted Roman Empire.
“There’s a certain cathartic element
of Lucan that takes hold of you entirely,”
Franzen said. “He’s very emotive,
especially in the actual battle scene
between Pompey and Caesar. Lucan’s text
is incredibly excessive—it just bleeds out

blood, pain and gore, but it’s contained
within epic conventions. You’re able to
experience this ancient pain through a
contained version of it, which is incredibly
comforting in a weird way.”
The “Wars Within, Wars Without”
program began when a veteran machine
gunner related strongly to Lucan’s text
during a seminar on death and dying
in 2016. Inspired by this experience,
anthropology professor Dr. Rider worked
with Dr. Franzen to acquire a grant for
“Dialogues on the Experience of War”
and brought the program to fruition.
They have previously developed a training
program and semester-long course in
which they worked with three generations
of veterans to cultivate discussion. A small
dose of Latin was also taught to better
understand the texts.
“On the first day of our training
session, the guys from Vietnam said
that they didn’t want to talk about their
experience. They got a lot of backlash
from doing it back in the ’70s,” Conley
said. “Fast forward to when we taught our
semester-long course, where they came
every session and just started talking. It
was just so great.”
The discussions happen on a biweekly
basis from 10 a.m. to noon. The first event
will take place at the Vandalia Crowd
House on 3rd Ave. Subsequent meetings
will meet the Huntington Vet Center
located on 16th Street Road.
The discussion groups will wrap up in
April with a lecture on moral injury from
Brian Power, a divinity scholar and Air
Force operations veteran. This event will
be open to the public.

By GRACE HEWITT
REPORTER | HEWITT23@MARSHALL.EDU

The 4th annual TEDx MarshallU
will be held this Saturday, Feb. 26,
giving anyone in the Huntington
and Marshall community an
opportunity to experience its
theme, “Stories that change us.”
TEDx MarshallU Co-organizer
for students, Ralph May, said the
event speaks to the students at
Marshall in many ways, and that
everyone has their own story.
“I think it’s important for all of
us to show how both our story
and our collective story impacts
different levels, and impacts
someone you know, the university
or the community within,” May
said.
Lead organizer of TEDx
MarshallU, Dr. Brian Kinghorn,
said stories are how people make
sense of them and how they can be
shared to create an understanding
of the world.

“First speaker of the night,
Dan Hollis, is going to talk
about how seeing the story
is just as important as being in
the story and understanding it,”
Kinghorn said.
Kinghorn also expressed the
timing and planning of the event
had significance to Marshall.
“We picked this event to be
earlier this year because it’s the
end of Black History Month,
which is all about history and
stories,” Kinghorn said. “We’re
also moving into national reading
month in March to celebrate Dr.
Seuss’s birthday, which is all about
storytelling and writing.”
TEDx MarshallU event will focus
on not only storytelling but how to
do it through multiple mediums as
well.
“As we think about storytelling and
what TED is all about, it’s all about
ideas. So, our stories aren’t just
about ideas, they are stories that are

vehicles to ideas,” Kinghorn said.
“We want new ways of thinking
and opportunities - for people to
grow and make a difference for the
good in the world.”
May said he wants people to take
away that everyone has a different
story and a unique way of telling
and sharing that story.
“You have your own individual
story and maybe you aren’t sure
how to tell that story,” May said.
“Through this event, they can see
how many different ways stories
are being told and how they can
better their own.”
Tickets are on sale now and in
person until Wednesday. In-person
admission for students is $5,
general admission is $15 and there
will also be a live streaming option,
which is free. The event will take
place Saturday, Feb. 26, 5-7 p.m. in
the Don Morris Room. To register
and purchase tickets, scan the QR
code above.
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Huntington’s Black
Greek Life Commitee
Formed to Foster Diversity History Highlighted
By AUSTIN JOHNSON
REPORTER | JOHNSON1489@MARSHALL.EDU

A new committee within Marshall Greek Life pushing the call for
a more diverse atmosphere is set to
host their first event this February.
In January 2022, a new committee named DEI; Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion was created under
Fraternity and Sorority Life to include diversity in Marshall’s Greek
life.
Jamal Walker Jr., member of Alpha Sigma Phi, Vice President of
IFC Council and President of the
DEI committee said he was excited
for what DEI will bring to Marshalls
campus and what change can come
out of it.
“I don’t feel like minorities are
equally advocated for and this is
just a great way to be more seen on
campus and in the community. It’s
a great committee to get the word
out and reach out to more people

interested in the
topic.”
Despite Marshall
University
being
a majority white
school, Walker said
It’s even more important to have this
committee.
“We need black
voices heard. We
aren’t better than
other groups, but
it’s important for
our voices to be
heard,” he said.
“There aren’t that
many of us.”
As the only black member of his
fraternity, he heard from other people of color who have told him that
they don’t feel represented within
Marshall’s FSL.
“Personally, in my fraternity I
have not faced anything like that,
but I have heard of other fraternities

By MEGAN GRAGG
REPORTER | GRAGG4@MARSHALL.EDU

of instances of racism, sexism and
xenophobia”.
Walker stressed the importance
that this committee is not a thing
to divide, exclude or put one group
above the other, but to push representation for all people
“Just because it’s diversity

Black History Month should be
especially significant in Huntington
because of the fascinating history here,
says local historian.
“Being a Huntington native, I
soon realized it was a special place”
said author of “Black Huntington an
Appalachian Story” Dr. Cicero Fain
III.
Fain’s book discusses the African
American experience during the postCivil War era and the Jim Crow period.
Huntington’s location bordering
the Ohio river and both Ohio and
Kentucky created a unique history
for the city because Huntington was
just across the line from a slave state.
Huntington was also far enough away
from strict communities that enforced
laws against African American
residents.
Huntington was a safe place for
African Americans to use their freedom

Greek Life continued on page 11

to build a life from nothing. Huntington’s
economy grew dramatically during
this era and attracted others across
Appalachian parts and the South.
“I
had
conducted
personal
interviews of older residents and
researched many different documents
when writing Black Huntington,”
said Fain. “It would be a great read
for Marshall students because it is
eye opening to know what exactly the
African American experience once was
right here in Huntington.”
Fain was a recipient of the Carter
G. Woodson Fellowship from Marshall
University and received his MA and
PhD in history from The Ohio State
University. He spent a cumulative eight
years studying Huntington’s African
American history.
Fain has been on the faculty at
the College of Southern Maryland
since 2011, previously working as a
visiting assistant professor at Niagara
University in New York; assistant
Black History continued on page 11

HerdCon Set for March 5 in MSC

By GRACE HEWITT

REPORTER | HEWITT23@MARSHALL.EDU

A variety of pop culture will be showcased at Marshall’s student center next
month, allowing students and the community to participate in the 3rd annual
HerdCon.
Monica Brooks, HerdCon chair and
vice president of online learning, described the event as Marshall’s version of
Comic-Con.

“Basically, it’s a pop culture convention. It will include all aspects of pop
culture fun like sci-fi, anime, superheroes,
tabletop gaming, you name it. Anything
goes,” Brooks said.
Brooks also said HerdCon acts as a recruiting opportunity and a great way to
make connections.
“There’s a whole population of
people that enjoy video games, movies,
Pokémon cards, or even dressing up as

whatever character,” Brooks said. “This
is the perfect place for them to make connections to Marshall and all these clubs
that address these things and all kinds of
stuff students can be involved in.”
Meanwhile, HerdCon’s Co-Chair
Michelle Alford said there are a lot of
different options for what students can
take away from this convention.
“I like the idea of having opportunities for our students and departments to
come in and participate,” Alford said,

“and especially trying to get people to
showcase how their degree can work in
pop culture as a field.”
Alford described this year as especially
different because it will be the first year
back in person. The last two years have
consisted of exclusively virtual events
due to COVID-19.
“I’m looking forward to bringing all
students and the community together.
We’re going to have live music, food
trucks, trivia sessions, contests and an

appearance by Batman and many other
fun activities,” Alford said.
Alford also emphasized that seeing
people connect and have a good time is
what she looks forward to the most.
HerdCon will be held Saturday
March 5, at 10 a.m. in the MSC lobby
and outside in the plaza. The event is
free to the public, open to anyone wanting to get into the Comic-Con spirit. For
more information visit www.marshall.
edu/herdcon/.
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High Schools Compete
at MU School of Music
By TREVOR SMITH

REPORTER | SMITH2784@MARSHALL.EDU

Sharply dressed in clean suits and
lovely dresses, the instrumentalists had
taken their places on stage. No baton
needed here, the notes were flowing
flawlessly out of them.
The crowd jumps for a standing
ovation by the grand finale. The festival
had begun with applause.
Marshall University kicked off its
opening night of the High School Honor
Band Festival Thursday night with its
wind symphony concert.
The festival was hosted by the
university’s school of music and open to
current high school students interested
in musical careers. Registered students
were invited with their school’s musical
organizations or available to come solo
if their school was not taking part in this
year’s festival.
Thursday started the festival with
Marshalls Wind Symphony, composed
of wind and percussion instruments,
giving a concert for the high school
students to introduce them to the school
of music.
“It is so wonderful to see all of you on
campus again. It’s been a little while,
more than a couple of years,” said
Martin Saunders, Marshall University’s
director of the school of music, as he
introduced himself to the high schoolers
and band directors and welcomed many
of them back to the school.
The Wind Symphony was conducted
by Dr. Adam Dalton, a professor at
the school of music and conductor of
Marshalls Wind Symphony. “We have
an absolutely amazing weekend
planned for you and I know it will be
a positive life changing experience

for you,” said Dalton.
When introducing the band and
himself, Dalton mentioned that many
of the on-stage players of the Wind
Symphony had been previous high
school students that had visited the
university and listened to the Wind
Symphony during the Honor Band
Festival. Dalton asked these band
members to stand up, showing that half
of the members had been part of the
audience previously.
Between pieces Dalton also
introduced the other band directors
in town for the festival, one of which
was a graduate of Marshall and former
Huntington resident, Dr. David
Waybright. Waybright is currently
the director of bands at the University
of Florida. He took stage as a guest
director of the Wind Symphony for a
piece during the concert.
The Wind Symphony ended
its concert with a unique piece that
encouraged the audience to voice their
approval of the music called “Shout,”
written by a school friend of Dalton.
Dalton said “Shout” was written to
sound like a revival that gets the crowd
excited. The piece did exactly that as the
crowd had begun to shout and cheer for
the band, getting them up for a standing
ovation by the end. After the piece,
Dalton turned to the audience to bow
along with his band and said, “Makes
you wanna shout, doesn’t it?”
Friday students started the day
rehearsing, moving to the afternoon
where they were entertained with a
concert by Marshalls Symphonic
Band and interested seniors had the
chance to audition for MU Music. The
directors that led the clinic bands for the

festival were Brent Hunt, band director
at Russell High School in Kentucky.
Dr. Christopher Schletter, Marshalls
Director of Athletic Bands. Theresa
Elliot, a retired public Tennessee music
teacher. And Dr. David Waybright,
Director of Bands at the University of
Florida.
Schletter said, “They are fantastic to
work with. They are very attentive, and
they are great musicians.”
“We did challenge them a bit this
weekend,” said Schletter. “That was
pretty impressive in three days, though,”
in reference to the work they played
onstage.
Hunt said, “We learned a lot and we
grew a lot. From day one I could tell they
wanted to be better musicians.” Hunt
said that his members would only grow
from there. “The sky is the limit.”
Waybright spoke of his return to
Marshall during his band’s turn on
stage. He said that the reasoning for
picking his pieces was “It’s a river town.
So, I came back, and I’d like to share
some river tunes with you.”
MU Chapter of the Society of
Composers recorded the weekends
concerts and were available to preorder
at the festival. The concerts were also live
streamed to Marshalls School of Music
YouTube channel.
Dalton revealed a new tradition for
the High School Honor Band festival at
the concert. The new tradition would be
awards for Marshall University Honor
Band Outstanding Musicianship, a
$2,000 participation waver for the school
of Music. The awards were presented
onstage to the students picked by the
directors for the most effort put into
the festival.

Corvelle Uses Art as
Activism, Speaks to
Students
By VICTORIA WARE

REPORTER | WARE57@MARSHALL.EDU

Diana Corvelle-- a primarily figurative
artist-- views art as a form of activism and
will be discussing this idea in a virtual artist
talk on Thursday, in advance of a series of
demonstrations she will be giving to Marshall
art students.
Corvelle is originally from New York and
is currently living in California. She has been
doing art professionally since around 2003,
when she graduated from college. She does
a lot of work with portraits and occasionally
incorporates paper cutting into her pieces.
“She’s trained as a figurative painter.
So, she also has a lot of technical skill and
knowledge of human anatomy,” associate
art professor Hanna Kozlowski, said, “So,
a lot of her works incorporate the figure or
really portraits. I would say she’s more of a
portraiture artist. She mainly works with paint
on paper, so everything is done by hand. She
also incorporates the technique of paper cutting
into some of her pieces.”
“I majored in illustration in undergraduate
school and have a real love of design and the
decorative, but I also really love realism,”
Corvelle said, “So, I’m combining the two
things usually into one. Not every piece of
mine has the cut paper element to it, but I’m
definitely using that as a decorative component
sometimes when I’m doing a portrait maybe to
add to the narrative and to really just have it feel
like a fully realized piece. So, I’m using it almost
as a drawing element even though its cut paper.”
The artist talk is entitled, “Art as Activism:
Portrait Miniatures (It will be via Zoom).”
Apart from the virtual talk, Corvelle will be
working with the art students in two sections
of Art 217 (this will be done virtually). She will
be doing demonstrations and afterwards the
students will then create portraits of themselves
that convey their pandemic experiences. These

portraits will then be installed in the student
gallery of the Visual Arts Center.
Corvelle believes that art has the ability to
raise awareness about social issues and be a
form of activism.
“I think that artists play a critical role in
society,” Corvelle said, “We are able to show
things to people—show perspectives to peoplein a way that maybe they hadn’t considered
before. We’re kind of… inviting people to see
things through our eyes. So, when I talk about
art as activism, it’s really you paint, or you draw,
or you create what you care about.”
“So, in terms of a lot of the social issues we’re
seeing today, artists play a big role in showing us
those issues in a way that they want us to think
about them,” Corvelle continued, “So, that’s
what I do with my work. I’m trying to engage
people through the things that matter to me
that I care about.”
“I think a really basic way to say it is that
Diana is not interested in just creating realistic
portraits or pretty paintings, drawings, or
paper cuttings. She is so much more interested
in the meaning behind the work and how she
can contribute to, for instance, the Me-Too
movement. So, she’s really making what I
would call, ‘socially engaged artwork.’”
“So, it’s encouraging the viewer to spend
time really acknowledging the fact that
sexual violence and harassment and also
racial violence is sadly an ongoing issue in
our society,” Kozlowski continued, “So, it’s
like drawing attention to that, but it’s also
celebrating and raising the voices of those who
have experienced these kinds of situations. So,
in that way it’s a form of activism because it’s
trying to highlight something in our society
that needs changed.”
Corvelle will also be giving a presentation
on professional practices in relation to being
an artist on March 4.

FEATURES

Yik Yak: Community Creator or
Cyberbully Platform?
By EVAN GREEN
FEATURES EDITOR | GREEN321@MARSHALL.EDU

Since its rerelease this year, the app
Yik Yak has become one of the most
prominent social media apps on the
market, especially on college campuses.
Yik Yak is an anonymous forum that
allows users within a five-mile radius to
communicate with each other, making
it the ideal app for clustered communities like college campuses.
The app originally came out in 2013
and remained popular until shutting
down in 2017 due to reports of cyberbullying and harassment. After being
bought out by the company Square, the
app relaunched in 2021 and has been
very successful. It currently ranks #22
on the Apple App Store’s list of social
networking apps.
Marshall University has a fairly
active Yik Yak community, with around
20-40 posts uploaded to the app daily.
The content of these posts varies highly.
Some ask about local events happening
on campus. Ohers discuss classes and
how people feel they did on an exam.
However, a fair amount of these posts
take on a darker, much more negative
tone.
“I think Yik Yak is extremely toxic to
communities, specifically high school
and college communities. I think it perpetuates bullying, especially since it’s
anonymous,” said Maddie, a student at
Marshall who chose to avoid using her
real name for this article out of a fear
that she may be harassed on the app.
“It can be really negative when users
start to attack specific people or groups
because people like to bandwagon on
these kinds of apps.”

Maddie is not the only person worried about the effects of Yik Yak as it
relates to cyberbullying. Over the weekend, a series of posts emerged in which
an anonymous student made multiple
inappropriate statements attempting
to harass a female student.
The posts were eventually taken
down after about eight hours and did
not receive many upvotes due to their
controversial nature. Upvotes on Yik
Yak function similarly to retweets on
Twitter or likes on Instagram as a metric for popularity. However, despite
the posts’ low upvote count, later posts
written by seemingly different people
imply that a large amount of people saw
the originals.
These types of situations and posts
are exactly what led to Yik Yak’s declining user base and eventual closure
in 2017. If the app doesn’t develop a
stronger regulation system to prevent
inappropriate posts like these from
being shared, it could lead to more
problems for both the platform and its
users down the line.
“It was so frustrating to have these
posts talking bad about me and to not
be able to do anything about it” Garrett
Shield, a freshman at Marshall who has
dealt with negative posts on Yik Yak,
said. “None of it was that bad, I guess,
but it was really annoying to deal with.”
Shields also added that the posts he
referred to took about half a day on
average to be taken down.
Yik Yak currently has a list of “Community Guardrails” which are meant to
clearly lay out what is and isn’t allowed
on the forum. Included in the banned
content is personal information, bullying and harassment and identifying

Yik Yak’s app icon
specific people. While the algorithm
is designed to delete posts that violate
these guidelines, the amount of time
it takes for some of these posts to be
deleted may not be short enough to prevent real emotional and mental damage
from being done.
For those who may be struggling with
the effects of Yik Yak posts, either those
made about them or their peers, the app
does contain a tab with mental health
resources; although, many of these
are very generic and their usefulness
is questionable at best. Other options
may include deleting the app and/or
reaching out to the counseling services
offered through the university, as the
professionals there can offer a much
more personal approach to dealing
with the trauma that cyberbullying
can cause.
While there are certainly negative

Photo by Tyler Spence
aspects to the app’s increased popularity, it isn’t without its potential upsides.
For example, in a time when campus
life seems more separated than ever
as colleges continue to protect their
students from the pandemic, Yik Yak
can provide students with a feeling of
community on their campus that may
otherwise not exist.
The app also allows information
to be spread rapidly among students,
which can sometimes prove very useful.
If an event is canceled or something
important is happening on campus—
such as a protest—Yik Yak is one of
the most efficient methods of spreading that information throughout the
student body. With new features on
the app such as Nationwide Hot and
the ability to peek in to see what other
campuses are talking about on their Yik
Yak forums, students can also develop a

broader sense of camaraderie outside of
just their specific campuses.
For both the good and the bad, it
seems that for the time being Yik Yak
is here to stay. It will likely continue to
play an important role in campus life
for as long as it remains popular with
students. The most important thing
that students should keep in mind as
they continue to engage with the app is
that, even though their posts are anonymous, they can still have consequences.
Through things like IP tracking, nothing that is posted on the internet is truly
anonymous, and the things students
post can have serious effects on those
around them. With that in mind, Yik
Yak does have the capacity to serve as
a useful tool for students wanting to
engage with others in a unique way.
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Analysis: What Has Been the Best
Statistical Lineup for
Marshall Men’s Basketball in 2022?

By TYLER KENNETT

SPORTS EDITOR | KENNETT@MARSHALL.EDU

Marshall men’s basketball is currently
in its worst season since 2015, a time
when Drake had just released Hotline
Bling and Marshall’s all-time leading
scorer, Jon Elmore, was in his first season
with Marshall.
The Herd sits at 11-17 on the season
heading into March. With another loss,
Marshall would fall to the lowest point
in head coach Dan D’Antoni’s time at
Marshall since his first season as coach in
2014, a season where the Herd ultimately
finished 12-21.
When thinking about Marshall
basketball, the past few years of storylines
have largely centered around either
Taevion Kinsey or Elmore, two players
within the top ten of points scored in
Marshall history. Generally, headlines
gravitate to the leading scorer of a team
when things tend to go wrong, no matter
the level of play.
Lebron James, for instance, is a popular
example within the NBA because many
say he is in a “down year” due to the lack
of success had by the Los Angeles Lakers.
Despite this, he is statistically having his
best scoring season since 2007, averaging
nearly 30 points per game. It’s probably

not all on James. It may be the fit.
For Marshall, there is someone for
every stat. The skill is present, but the
scoreboards don’t show it. The Herd has
yet to win more than two consecutive
conference games this season.
With that in mind, the question that
makes Herd fans scratch their heads
should be just that: What’s the best fit?
Method
This analysis is done using a
spreadsheet of every lineup showcased
by the Thundering Herd during C-USA
play in the 2021-22 season. After a list
of nearly 100 different combinations
that had taken the floor was collected,
the number was trimmed down to 29
different lineups that have played with
each other for at least 5 minutes.
The stats collected of each lineup
include the following: minutes played,
points scored as a lineup, plus-minus
during minutes played, total rebounds,
total steals, total assists, total turnovers
and points scored per minute.
Normalization of stats to 10 minutes
played is considered alongside raw stats
in order to rid outliers from possible
outcomes.

Offense
Of the 29 lineups studied, 15 have a
positive plus-minus when on the floor.
Essentially, this means that roughly half
of the lineups that have taken the floor for
Marshall are outscoring their opponents
when they take the floor together.
Of these lineups, the highest plus-minus
comes from a lineup of Andrew Taylor,
Darius George, Kyle Braun, Obinna
Anochili-Killen and Mikel Beyers with a
final tally of a +11 differential in roughly
7 total minutes played together. We can
represent this lineup as “differential”.
Time is important in this
consideration. A long run can be the
difference maker in plus-minus analysis.
Therefore, when only considering lineups
with 30 or minutes played, the lineup
of Taylor, Chase McKey, David Early,
Taevion Kinsey and Anochili-Killen sits
atop the list with a differential of +10. We
can represent this lineup with the name
“time”.
Overall, it seems that while the
“differential” lineup is the most efficient,
the “time” lineup should be considered
the most realistic lineup when strictly
looking for scoring. It has the highest
differential when playing large amounts

of time and has a points per minute
average of over 2.25.
Optimal scoring lineup:
Andrew Taylor, Chase McKey,
David Early, Taevion Kinsey and
Obinna Anochili-Killen
Defense
For defense, it is likely best to consider
rebounds and steals as the most important
factors that can be played with for an
entire lineup.
While normalization of stats
would typically be beneficial here for
comparison, the lineup with the most
time played seems to stand the test
against other lineups.
The differential for thsi lineup is
almost even at -1 with over 100 minutes
played, allowing for opportunities made
from rebounds and steals to give the most
opportunities for the Herd.
Optimal defensive lineup:
Andrew Taylor, Goran Miladinovic,
Taevion Kinsey, Obinna AnochiliKillen and Mikel Beyers

Conclusion
When considering these “optimal”
lineups, it is best to remember that
Marshall’s players tend to specialize
in different things. The best scoring
lineup struggles to rebound. The best
defensive lineup struggles to score. The
best playmaking lineup is well rounded,
but struggles to exceed with outscoring
opponents, the name of the game.
Despite this, it is notable that the
following lineup seems to exceed in every
category:
Andrew Taylor, Darius George,
Marko Sarenac, David Early and
Taevion Kinsey
This lineup has only played 11 total
minutes with itself, but averages 2.4
points per minute, ten rebounds per ten
minutes, 27 points per ten minutes and a
score differential of +6. It also has one of
the lowest turnover margins to go along
with three steals. However, it lacks height.
Therefore, there is no “best” lineup.
Adjustments to every situation is the name
of the game, something that Marshall has
done much more in the past few weeks
compared to lineups of multiple players
playing 40 minutes earlier in the season.
These are just the numbers.

Marshall Dominating First Half Leads to Victory Over Southern Miss

By JUSTIN ZIMMER

REPORTER | ZIMMER3@MARSHALL.EDU

The Thundering Herd took on the University
of Southern Mississippi in a rare Monday night
contest in Conference USA. Marshall had a
dominating performance against the Golden
Eagles for their fourth conference win of the
season.
Marshall got off to a dominating start against
the Golden Eagles. In the first four minutes, the
Herd had an eight-point lead against Southern
Miss. Marshall did not lift their foot off the gas
in the early minutes and stretched the lead into
double-digits.

At the start of the second half, the Golden
Eagles would begin trimming into the deficit
and move the margin from the 20 into the teens.
As the Herd offense was electrifying in the first
half with 11:52 remaining in the ballgame,
Marshall had gone over four minutes without a
field goal.
This offensive struggle would allow the
Golden Eagles to trim the 20 point deficit into
single digits with 9:12 remaining in the ballgame
after a Tyler Stevenson Dunk.
Marshall’s over six-minute scoring drought
ended with two three-throws from guard
Taevion Kinsey with 8:55 remaining in the half,
stretching the lead back into double digits.

In the final minutes, Marshall was able to
hold off the Golden Eagles by a final score of
74-60.
Head Coach Dan D’Antoni, after the game,
talked about though the team had a dominating
first-half performance, they need to work on
maintaining energy throughout the game.
“It’s about the energy and staying focused and
learning to put your foot down when you get
ahead. You cannot take your foot off the pedal.
And we did and we had enough to pull it back
and pull it out so I’m proud of that.”
Marshall guard Taevion Kinsey talked
about how Monday’s game was a reminder
of the brand of Marshall Basketball. Also,

Kinsey added that now there is a new energy
surrounding the locker room “We got managers
being energized, we got coaches coming in with
energy. So I think it’s more so just we bring
another level of energy into the building. And
when you bring in positive energy that spreads,
you know, it’s it spreads, it’s very contagious all
the way around the team, all the way around the
locker room, staff, all of that.”
Marshall is back on the road Thursday night
as the Herd takes on the Middle Tennessee State
Blue Raiders for the second time this season.
Opening tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m. and will
be broadcast on ESPN+.
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Christian Spears, from University
of Pittsburg, Announced as New
Athletic Director
six years, then went to Northern
Illinois where he worked for five
years.
Spears had been at the
University of Pittsburgh for
five years working under Lyke,
who remained a colleague even
throughout the years when they
were apart.
“I am thrilled for Christian and
Marshall University,” Lyke said.
“Christian has been a trusted
colleague and friend for decades
and an invaluable leader in our
department. Marshall University
is getting an experienced and
visionary leader who brings
positive energy, intellect and
a can-do mindset; but, most
importantly, someone who has
a genuine interest for the wellrounded success of student
athletes.”
An event to introduce Spears
to the Marshall and Huntington
community is being planned, with
more details soon to follow.

ALL THE LATEST HERD
NEWS IN YOUR INBOX
Breaking news, highlights and stories
emailed to you from The Herald-Dispatch.
Other Available Newsletter:
• Daily News Headlines
• Weekend Events
• Breaking News

SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTERS TODAY:
www.herald-dispatch.com
1. Click on news tab in green bar
2. Click on sign up for our email newsletters

HD-437627

“Christian
Spears
is
a
transformational
leader
who
exhibits a deep respect for
tradition, combined with an
ability to architect a vision to
unleash potential,” said Brad
Smith. The president said he looks
forward to welcoming Spears to
the Marshall community effective
Mar. 14, where Spears will take
over the 16-sport program with a
budget of $30 million.
Spears has been working in
athletics for over twenty-five
years, including years spent
working under Heather Lyke, one
of only six female athletic directors
across the country. Spears worked
under her for two years while also
attending law school. He describes
the impact she had on his early
career as “unbelievable.”
After obtaining his law degree,
Spears moved to Harvard
University to work for a couple of
years. After Harvard, he worked
at Southern Illinois University for
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OPINION

Protect the Rights of Student
Journalists - Support SB 216
By TYLER SPENCE and DUNCAN SLADE

Duncan Slade

Tyler Spence

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper,
is published by students Wednesdays during the regular
semester and every other week during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial
content.
Tyler Spence - Executive Editor
Conner Woodruff - News Editor
Tyler Kennett - Sports Editor
Evan Green - Features Editor
Shauntelle Thompson - Photo and Graphics Editor
Rafael Alfonso - Copy Editor
Abby Hanlon & Abby Ayes - Social Media and Web
Managers
Alaina Laster and Isabella Robinson - Lead Reporters
Charles Bowen - Faculty Adviser
109 Communications Bldg
Marshall University | One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755 | parthenon@marshall.edu
@MUParthenon
Letters to the Editor are accepted. See guidelines online.

THE PARTHENON’S
CORRECTIONS POLICY

“Factual errors appearing in The Parthenon should be
reported to the editor immediately following publication.
Corrections the editor deems necessary will be printed as
soon as possible following the error.”

Student media is indispensable to
the community it serves and the
rights of student journalists must be
protected.
Their work informs students,
parents, faculty, alumni, and
administrators about news and issues
that will impact their daily lives at the
institution they care about.
As Marshall University searched
for a new president this past fall,
The Parthenon provided reporting
and coverage during the search that
no other publication could rival.
Student journalists broke down each
one of the final five candidates in
detail and covered the protests and
resolutions from Marshall’s Student
Government Association relating to
the selection of Brad D. Smith as
Marshall’s new university president.
Student journalists also hold
institutions accountable. In recent
weeks, The Daily Athenaeum
reported on a student who was
served raw chicken from a WVU
dining hall and dozens of health
code violations at the same facilities.
Last week, leadership from WVU’s
food contractor Sodexo faced tough
questions about the incident from the
University Board of Governors who
directly cited the work of student
journalists.
Sodexo
executives
promised they would improve food
safety at WVU dining halls because
of reporting from student journalists.
Earlier this semester, the DA also

reported on WVU’s decision to
stop reporting cases of COVID-19
on campus. After the story,
administrators changed university
policy and started reporting cases
again.
Student journalists are a specialized
form of local media that exists to
serve a niche audience, however, they
are too often relegated to a second
class status in the eyes of the law and
of public perception.
The rights of student journalists and
their advisors should be protected,
and their organizations should be
allowed to operate without fear of
retaliation and censorship from the
schools they serve. Current laws
allow schools sweeping authority to
censor student media in arbitrary and
subjective manners. Not only is this
a violation of the rights of student
journalists, but it is a tremendous
disservice to the communities these
journalists serve.
SB 216 would create the “Student
Journalist Press Freedom Restoration
Act” and allow for the censorship
of student media only in specific
circumstances. Administrators could
censor material that is libelous or
slanderous, invades privacy, violates
state or federal law or would disrupt
the orderly operation of the school.
It would put essential guardrails
on the ability of administrators to
censor student publications and
protect student media advisors from

retaliation if they refuse to censor
protected speech.
Over a dozen states have already
passed such laws and this proposal
is backed by the American Bar
Association and a myriad of
prominent journalism associations.
Student media is an essential
part of any school. It can be a
place that informs students, holds
administrators accountable and most
importantly differentiates fact from
fiction in a world of social media
rumors that spread like wildfire.
This important work needs to be
protected.
Tyler Spence is the executive
editor of The Parthenon, the
independent student newspaper
of Marshall University. Duncan
Slade is the editor-in-chief
of The Daily Athenaeum, the
independent student newspaper
of West Virginia University.
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The Parthenon is committed to publishing a
wide variety of opinions and perspectives. If
you wish to send a letter to the editor, email
parthenon@marshall.edu to be considered for
publication.

FCC Nominee is the Right Choice for West Virginia
By ROBERT PLYMALE
Robert Plymale (D) is a WV Senator from Wayne County and serves on the Federal
Communications Commission Intergovernmental Advisory Committee.
A s mo st West V i r g i n i a n s
k now, too many in our state
have been left behind when it
comes to broadband Internet
access. West Virginia currently
r a n k s 4 4 t h i n t he c ou nt r y
i n ter m s of con nect iv it y to
broadband, leaving over 400,000
of our citizens without access
to a service. Let that sink in.
Broadband access is essential
to economic, educational, and
healthcare opportunities, yet a
full f ifth of our state remains
unconnected. A nd w it h only
39% of West Virginians having
access to affordable broadband
(def ined as a plan for under
$6 0), t he on ra mp to t hose
opportunities is often simply out
of reach for many household
budgets.
Nationally, there has never
been a g reater focus by
policymakers on building more
affordable and robust broadband
net work s . However, a f u l ly

staffed Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) is critical to
mak ing those things happen.
Among other things, the FCC
is tasked with ensuring that all
Americans, no matter who they
are, where they live, or how
much money they make, can get
access to crucial communications
net work s. T h is i ncludes t he
most important network of our
lifetimes, broadband internet.
Over the past year, I’ve had
the opportunity to work with
and get to k now Gig i Sohn,
President Biden’s nominee for
the f ifth and f inal seat on the
FCC. To improve outcomes for
West Virginia, I can think of
no better choice for the f inal
Commissioner seat than Ms.
Sohn.
For her entire career spanning
over 30 years, M s. Sohn
h a s worke d t o en s u r e t h at
com mun icat ions net work s
a r e a f for d able a nd r obu s t .

For t he pa st 20 yea r s , her
work has focused largely on
ensuring access to broadband,
particularly in rural areas of
the U.S. She helped members of
Congress shape the Bipartisan
Infrastructure Law, providing
$ 6 5 b i l l ion for br o a d b a nd
deploy ment and to subsid ize
households that cannot afford
a broadband connection. The
FCC will play a critical role in
implementing that law, ensuring
that West Virginians who cannot
cur rent ly access broadba nd,
either because it is unavailable
or unaffordable, will be able to
receive everything broadband
has to offer.
Ms. Sohn has worked w ith
members of the WV Legislature,
Democrat s a nd Republ ica ns
alike, to develop solutions to
overcome t he cha l lenges i n
deploying affordable broadband.
She is solution-oriented and does
not pursue her work through a

partisan lens. Instead, she works
toward achieving a shared goal,
helping people get t he tools
they need to advance in today’s
digital economy.
This is in sharp contrast to
t he ca r icat u re of M s. S oh n
portrayed by Kent Leonhardt
in h is June 30 op - ed in t he
Herald-Dispatch. It is clear that
Mr. Leonhardt has never met
Ms. Sohn. His hit piece was
brimming with innuendo and
outright lies. He attacked her
positions on communications
p o l i c y, h e r s o c i a l m e d i a
act iv it y, a nd her cha r acter,
none of which was backed by
attribution or a shred of proof.
He chose alarmist, libelous, and
defamatory language. He chose
to divide rather than put his time
toward f inding solutions.
Gigi Sohn’s conf irmation is
supported by 250 organizations
and pol icy ex per ts and over
35 0 , 0 0 0 or d i n a r y c it i z en s .

Many of them are Republicans,
companies, and organizations
on the right end of the political
spectr um. These include the
CEO of Newsmax, the President
of OA N N, a nd t he Pa rent s
Television and Media Council
( P T MC ). T hey suppor t M s.
Sohn because, in the words of
the President of PTMC, “She
ha s a lways been a st ra ightshooter, she has always listened,
and she has always carefully
considered whatever we had to
say. And while we may agree or
disagree on a specif ic issue, she
has demonstrated an unwavering
com m it ment to ba se pol ic y
decisions not on what best serves
a particular industry but on what
best serves the public interest.”
West Virginians need a fully
functional FCC and an FCC
Commissioner who will work for
them. Gigi Sohn is that person.
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Marshall Theater Department
to Put on ‘Postmortem’ Play
By VICTORIA WARE
WARE57@MARSHALL.EDU

Postmortem is a mystery play
that will be presented by the
theater department beginning
on Wednesday at the Joan C.
Edwards Performing Arts Center.
“It’s a ‘whodunit,’ so like ‘Clue,’
or Agatha Christie novels…,”
lead actor Jimi Lawson, said,
“It’s based around the idea that
there was a murder and one of
the lead protagonists, William
Gillette, spends the play trying to
solve the murder of his fiancé.”
The play, written by American
playwright Ken Ludwig, is
set in 1922. It centers around
Broadway actor, William Gillette,
who is most well-known for his
30-year portrayal of literary
figure, Sherlock Holmes. After a
murder takes place at a party in
his castle, and he suspects it must
be one of his guests, he decides
to try and solve it like Sherlock
Holmes would.
“I play William Gillette.
Gillette is based on a real person
who was an actor in the early
nineteenth century,” Lawson
said, “He made most of his
career playing Sherlock Holmes,
and we’re doing a caricature of
that person in this show.”
The play runs from Wednesday
to Saturday, beginning at 7:30 p.
m. The cast and crew have been
rehearsing for the play since the
start of the semester.
“We typically rehearse 4-6
weeks, 5 days a week for three
hours each evening,” director
of the play Jack Cirillo, said,

BodyShots Returns
to Marshall
University
By BREA SMITH
REPORTER | SMITH3034@MARSHALL.EDU

Official Postmortem Poster
“Add to that research, design
and technical meetings, etc. We
invest over 100 hours in each
production we do.”
Like every other department,
the theater department has faced
difficulties when it comes to the
COVID-19 pandemic, and it
has affected the way that they
prepare for their performances.
“The same kind of thing
affected classes across all of
campus,” Lawson said, “We had
to make concessions and moved
online and things like that. I’ve
had the advantage of coming
and doing the bulk of my theater

Photo Courtesy of Marshall’s
Theater Department
work after lock-down, so back to
face-to-face with masks.”
“Covid has had enormous
impact on our work and has
devastated the live performance
industry,” Cirillo said, “We
rehearse
everything
in
masks
and…everyone
gets
tested weekly. We’ve had to
accommodate quarantine of
exposed cast and crew at various
times and yet we continue
to work towards our goal of
presenting our very best work
for a live audience.”

BodyShots is back on at Marshall University for the 14th time.
The performance will be on Mar. 2
at the Joan C. Edwards Playhouse
and is open to all members of the
community.
According to Robin Conley, a coproducer for the event, “BodyShots
is a favorite event that The Women’s & Gender Studies puts on every
year.”
She added on to that by saying,
“It’s a unique event in that it brings
students and faculty together in
a non-traditional environment in
which they can share in a performance experience as equals.”
The performance has been held
annually at Marshall for years but
was cancelled in 2021 because of
the pandemic.
The event is sponsored by The
Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies and has been a recurring event
for 13 years. This year’s theme,
though, “Nevertheless, We Persist”
was inspired by the COVID-19
pandemic as well as the ongoing
feminist movement. “It has become
a feminist rallying cry,” according
to Hilary Brewster, the director of
the women’s, gender, & sexuality
studies department.
The event name “Nevertheless, We Persist” slightly twists a
comment made by Senator Mitch

McConnell (KY-R) toward Senator
Elizabeth Warren (MA-D) during
a 2017 senate meeting, which then
became a popular expression for the
feminist movement.
Each year, the theme of the event
changes and with that the type of
submissions change as well. Performers at the event will range from
faculty, students and alumni all
showcasing something.
“This year we will be featuring
dance, spoken word poetry, visual
art and more. The pieces all engage
with the theme ‘Nevertheless, We
Persist,’ which is especially relevant
after the last two years,” Conley
saod.
Conley continued by describing
the event. “It’s a multimedia performance that deals with issues of
gender and the body” according to
Conley.
“It’s not the same as someone
presenting an entire lecture or writing a whole play, but rather the
one-off nature of the event allows
everyone to take risks,” Brewster
said.
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Greek Life Continued
inclusion, doesn’t mean we are
excluding white people,” he said.
“We are just trying to build a better community and that is equality
for all”.
Laila Williams, a Freshman member of Alpha Chi Omega and Public
Relations chair of the DEI said the
committee is important.
“I know a lot of people close
to me that don’t feel comfortable with their skin,” she said. She
hopes change will come out of this
committee.
Williams said, “it can bring a
voice for sure, a lot of us are passionate about this committee, we

Black History Continued

can offer a safe place,” she said.
“We are really excited and you can
expect a lot of great things from our
committee”.
DEI will hold their first event on
Thursday, February 24 at 5 p.m.
in Marco’s room of the Student
Center. The silent disco party will
feature a surprise student who will
be providing music. The event is set
to end at 8 p.m.

professor at Ohio University’s Ironton campus; and an
assistant professor at Marshall.
Fain has recently returned to Marshall as a Visiting
Diversity Scholar. He will teach African American history
courses and work on diversity-related projects while
developing a scholarship opportunity to attract students
from underrepresented groups to Marshall.
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Marshall Bill Noe Flight School Acquires
Its First Multi-Engine Aircraft

Traders set up their cards to sell at the Huntington Mall		

Marshall Students and Faculty Visiting the Flight School		
By CONNER WOODRUFF
NEWS EDITOR | WOODRUFF9@MARSHALL.

Marshall University’s aviation
program added its first multi-engine
aircraft to the school’s aerial fleet.
On the morning of Friday, Feb. 18,
the Bill Noe Flight School welcomed
the first of many Marshall branded
Piper Seminole aircrafts to the program’s hangers at West Virginia
International Yeager Airport.
“We are going to fill the friendly
skies with Marshall sons and daughters,” President Brad Smith said. “This
is just the next milestone in a series of
milestones you will see coming out of
the flight school.”
The plane was flown into Yeager
Airport by Bill Noe himself, Marshall’s executive aviation specialist
with whom the flight school shares

its name. Noe said that, compared to
other flight schools throughout West
Virginia, Marshal’s Aviation Program
has an advantage with the introduction of these new aircrafts.
“A lot of flight schools only have
single engines,” Noe said. “There is no
comparison.”
Both Smith and Noe shared how the
flight school is going to benefit Marshall University and West Virginia.
“The opportunity for us to give back
to the community by creating job opportunities that will be a part of the
21st century—that gives our young
men and women the opportunity to be
a part of the exciting aviation energy,”
Smith said.
Noe added on to this by saying,
“As our students progress through the
school, they will be able to become

Photos By Tyler Kennett

Photos By Conner Woodruff
certified flight instructors.”
With the flight school going into
its second year, the addition of multiengine aircrafts allows for students and
instructors to have more professional
opportunities outside of the school.
“You can’t do a complete comprehensive, well-rounded instructional
course unless you get up into the advanced multi-engine airplane,” Noe
said. “That will also allow you to have
a platform to achieve an airline transport pilot certificate, which is the most
advanced certificate… It’s like a PhD
in aviation.”
Once the plane landed, guests were
invited into Hanger Nine at Yeager
Airport for snacks and a showcase of
the school’s single-engine aircrafts.
The first class of students to attend the flight

